GROUP OF AVIATION ENGINEERS AT THE INSTITUTE

SKILLED MECHANICS NEEDED IN THE ENGINEERS' CORPS

Kenton E. LeRoy, General Counsel, issued a call yesterday for skilled mechanics for service in the engineer corps. The call is for volunteers, who, according to Col. LeRoy, may be accepted from the 1918 class, provided the registrants will serve three years for dislocation and construction.

The following types of men are desired: Construction fitters, draftsmen, cooks, stokers in engineering service, surveyors and transportation engineers.

It is necessary that the applicant be a U.S. citizen, have at least a high school education and a principles of modern warfare. The applicant must be of 21-25 years of age. Application blanks are obtainable at the State street headquarters.

EXAMINATIONS WILL BE HELD FOR S. E. ENGINEERS

The War Department intends to create a corps of reserve engineers and in order to effect its will hold examinations for this purpose. The examinations will consist of two parts: the first covering the engineering and technical subjects. The second will be a thorough training in the theory and construction of engines, motor transport, aeroplane flying, the theory of flight, use of instruments, artillery, gun laying, administration, and the principles of modern ordnance.

The school has graduated over 1,600 men, having sent out over 2,000 engineers in the period of ten years. The training is a part of the course, both at the Technical and other similar schools, and those who have worked on problems of ordnance until the present cadets have graduated. All told there will have been graduated about seven hundred engineers.
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